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SFPD Investigating Report of an Assault

On July 26, 2007, the San Francisco Police responded to Hugo Street (near Parnassus Heights campus) for a report of a person assaulted inside her residence by an unknown assailant. The female victim reported that she was grabbed from behind upon entering her residence. The suspect may have entered through a front door that was left briefly unlocked and ajar. The victim described the suspect as a male with a large build and unpleasant body odor.

This incident is being investigated by the San Francisco Police Department. If you have any information regarding the case, please contact SFPD Inspector Shea at 553-9887.

Safety Tips:

- Always secure your residence door, even if leaving for a brief time (i.e. checking mail, etc.).
- Avoid leaving ground floor windows opened, even if a screen is in place.
- Check all door and window locks in your home and ensure they are operating properly.
- Do not open your door to strangers, especially if you are home alone. If someone asks to be let in due to an emergency, offer to call 911 while they wait outside.
- Be alert to any suspicious activity or persons in your neighborhood and report them promptly to police.

Help fight crime by reporting suspicious activity to UCSF PD at 476-1414 or 9-911 for in-progress events.

Security Surveys: Mike Sorenson 476-5683 msorenson@police.ucsf.edu
Crime Prevention Information: Steve Lubeski 502-9396 slubeski@police.ucsf.edu
Medical Center Security 885-7890